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Abstract-We study the minimal complexity index of one-point i erations without memory for the solution 
of a system of N nonlinear equations F(x) =O. We present an iteration cp* with maximal order of 
convergence and with linear combinatory complexity. We show the complexity index of cp* is close to the 
lower bound on the minimal complexity index. 
INTRODUCTION 
We study the minimal complexity index of one-point iterations without memory for the solution 
of a system of N nonlinear equations F(x) = 0. See Traub and Woiniakowski[l,2] for a 
discussion of why it is desirable to minimize the complexity index rather than the complexity. 
The information used by these iterations is the values of F(x), F’(x), . . . , F’“-“(x) at every 
iterative step. This information is represented by 
scalar data. 
It is easy to show that the minimal complexity index is achieved for an iteration whose order 
of convergence is maximal and whose combinatory complexity is minimal. It is known that the 
maximal order of convergence is equal to n. We seek a maximal order iteration with minimal 
combinatory complexity, i.e. an iteration of order n for which the total number of arithmetic 
operations needed to perform one iterative step after F, F’, . . . , F(“-‘) have been computed is 
minimal. 
The problem of minimal combinatory complexity has been studied by many authors. We 
give a brief history of this problem. 
For the scalar case, N = 1, we have dl,” = n. We discuss two classes of maximal order 
iterations. The first one is based on inverse interpolation. All classical inverse interpolatory 
iterations have combinatory complexity proportional to n3. Kung and Traub[3] decreased the 
combinatory complexity to O(n* log2 n) by using the Fast Fourier Transformations. Recently, 
Brent and Kung [4] proposed a new iteration with O(n log2 n) combinatory complexity. 
The second class of maximal order iterations is based on direct interpolation. For such 
iterations one has to approximately solve polynomial equations. This can be done by a 
“linearization technique” as proposed by Ehrmann[5] with O(n*) combinatory complexity. It is 
also possible to apply a few Newton steps to the polynomial equation as proposed by 
Woiniakowski[6] which yields O(n log2 n) combinatory complexity. 
For the multivariate case N L 2, we discuss the combinatory complexity of maximal order 
iterations based on direct interpolation. The combinatory complexity is O(n d,.,) if Ehrmann’s 
linearization technique is used and O(d N,” log, n) if a few steps of Newton iteration are used. 
Thus, no known maximal order iterations have combinatory complexity proportional to dhr,“. 
in this paper we present a maximal order iteration Q* whose combinatory complexity is 
proportional to dN,“. This iteration is a modification of the Interpolatory Newton iteration 
YI’his research was supported inpart by the National Science Foundation under Grant MCS 75-222-S and the Ofke of 
Naval Research under Contract NOOOM-76-0370, NR044-422. 
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studied by Traub and Woiniakowski[2]. Since cp* has combinatory complexity linear in dN,n we 
conclude that its complexity index is close to the lower bound on the minimal complexity index. 
For the scalar case, the iteration cp* was studied by Trojan[7]. 
We summarize the results of this paper. In Section 2 we recall some basic concepts and 
state known bounds on the minimal complexity index. In Section 3 we present a maximal order 
iteration with linear combinatory complexity. In Section 4 we conjecture the minimal com- 
binatory complexity for maximal order multipoint iterations. 
2.BASICDEFINITIONS 
We recall some basic concepts, precisely defined by Traub and Woiniakowski[l,2], which 
are needed in this paper. 
Consider a nonlinear equation 
F(x) = 0 (2.1) 
whereF:DFCRN+RN and the dimension N is finite. Assume that F is sufficiently smooth at 
a where a is a simple zero of F. Let 
‘%(F,x) = {F(x), F’(x), . . . , F+“(x)} (2.2) 
be the standard information where n > 2. 
We deal with a one-point iteration without memory Q which generates the sequence {x,,,} by 
x,,,+~ = Q(X,,,,%(F,X,~), m = OJ, . . . , (2.3) 
where x0 is a given initial approximation. 
Assume that the cost of one arithmetic operation is taken as unity. Let camp (2”) be the 
information complexity of computing &(F,x,,,), i.e. the total number of arithmetic operations 
needed to compute Y17.(F,x,,,). Further, let camp (Q) be the combinatory complexity of Q, i.e. the 
total number of arithmetic operations needed to combine the information iX”(F,x,) and to 
produce the next approximation x~+~. Finally, let P(Q) be the order of convergence of Q. 
The complexity index of iteration Q is defined as 
Z(Q)= 
COmP (%)+COmP (Q) 
h&P(Q) ' 
(2.4) 
We seek iterations with minimal complexity index. In general, F”‘(x) requires N 
(“:!‘-‘) 
different scalar data for its representation. Let 
(2.5) 
be the total number of scalar data needed to represent V?,,. Usually camp (Y?,,) depends linearly 
on &.?. 
It IS known that P(Q) 5 n for any iteration Q which uses information (2.2). Furthermore, if
P(Q) = n, then Q has to use x,,, and all the dN,” scalar data of information (2.2). Therefore comb 
(Q) is at least dN,“. 
Let @. be the class of all iterations Q which use all the d N,n scalar data of information (2.2). 
Thus, comb (Q) 2 dN.,,, VQ E 0”. Let 
z@‘n) = qz$ Z(Q) (2.6) 
n 
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(2.7) 
An upper bound on z(%) is provided by the interpolatory-Newton iteration IN, which has 
been extensively studied by Traub and Wofniakowski[77]. This iteration is defined as follows. 
Let P,..., be the interpolatory polynomial given by 
P._l(x)=F(*,)+F’(x~)(x-X,)+...+~F(”-~)(Xm)(X-X,)“-~. (2.8) 
Then P!‘i(x m ) = F”‘(x ) j = 0 1 m, ,,.**, n - 1. Let 
r = [log2 nl. (2.9) 
We apply r Newton steps to the equation P,_i(x) = 0 starting from the initial approximation x,. 
This is described in the following algorithm. 
ALGORITHM 2.1 
zo = x, 
fori=O.l,...,r-1 
compute Pn-i(zi), Ph-i(Zi) and 
Zj+l = Zi -P'(Zi)-'P(Zi). 
Then the interpolatory-Newton iteration IN, is defined as 
X m+l = IMXm,%,(FJm)) = zr. (2.10) 
It is known that 
which also holds if the problem has infinite dimension. Note that for n = 2 we get Newton 
iteration which has been extensively studied by many authors. 
For n 2 3, the combinatory complexity of IN, is 
comb (IN,)= cN’(NJf;2)log,n (2.11) 
for some constant c, c > 1. Note that 
comb (IN,) = @(dN,n IO& n). (2.12) 
From (2.7) and (2.11) we get the bounds 
camp (?n,+N.(N+~-1)5z(Q 
log2 n 
)_comp (Yl)+~N~(~ll;~)log~n 
n( 
bitt n 
(2.13) 
To improve (2.13) we need to know whether there exists an iteration of order n from @” with 
smaller combinatory complexity than the iteration IN.. Traub and Wotniakowski[2] con- 
jectured that 
(2.14) 
i.e. the iteration IN, enjoys essentially the minimal combinatory complexity. 
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In the next section we present an iteration from a,, whose combinatory complexity is linear 
in d,,“. Thus we show that 
which demonstrates that the Traub and Woiiakowski conjecture does not hold. Our result also 
yields very tight bounds on z(G)“). 
3. MAIN RESULT 
We present an iteration cp* of order n from a,, with combinatory complexity linear in dN.,. 
To define cp* let 
n = 2’-’ + k, k E (0,2’-‘I, (31) 
where r = [log2 nl . Let 
pi = y+’ - 1, i=O,l,..., r-l. (3.2) 
Define the polynomial Wwi by 
W,,,(x)=Bo+Bl(x-x,,,)-t...+BJx-xX,)”’ (3.3) 
where B. = (l/i!) F”‘(x ) i = 0 1 . . . , n-l and Bi=Ofor irn. 
Assume that x,,, is ~&icier& close to a simple solution Q. Then Theorem 3.1 of Traub and 
Woiniakowski[2] yields that W~i(x,)-’ exists and there exists a simple solution oi of the 
equation Wpi(x) = 0 such that 
6i=Ilo-aill=O(e2i+‘), i=O,l,..., r-2, 
6,-r = /a - ar-Jl = O(e”) (3.4) 
where e = [lx,,, - alI. 
To approximate ai we apply one Newton step to the equation Wwi(x) = 0 starting from the 
already computed approximation to the equation WFi_,(x) = 0. This is described by the follow- 
ing algorithm. 
ALo0~truM 3.1 
50=&l 
fori=O,l,...,r-1 
compute W,,(E), Wli([i) and 
&+I = & - W;~<ti>-'Wpi(&Ti)* 
Then the iteration ‘p* is defined as 
X m+l =Q*(&I~~~(~&N=Q~ (3.5) 
The difference between the iterations IN, and q* is that we use the polynomial P = W,,_, at 
each Newton step for the iteration IN, and we use truncated polynomials W,, Wpi, . . . , W,+ 
at successive Newton steps for the iteration Q *. Since the degrees of polynomials Wgi for 
i < r - 1 are smaller than the degree of P, this enables us to decrease the combinatory 
complexity. 
First we prove that the iteration Q* has the same order as the iteration IN,. 
THEOREM 3.1 
P(Q*) = n. 
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Proof 
Let ei = II& -a/I. We show by induction on i that 
ei=O(e2’), isr-1. (3.6) 
For i = 1 observe that Wi is a polynomial of first degree and & = oo. Thus from (3.4) we get 
el = 116 - a(1 = Ilao - all = We’). 
Assume that (3.6) holds for i I j. Due to quadratic onvergence of Newton iteration we have 
lkj+r - 4 = ocll6j - qll3. 
For j + 15 r - 1 we get from (3.4) 
ej+l =llifj+* - ajll+ llaj - all = o(lltj - aill’> + aj = 
o((llsj - all + IIa - ajll)') + 6j = 0(e2 + es+‘)*) + 6j = O(e’+‘) 
which proves (3.6). 
Forj+l=rwehave 
e, sllSr - a,-111 + I/a,-1 + aI/ = O(e*‘) + S,_l = qe”). 
This means that 
II&l+, - alI = O(e”). 
Thus p(rp*) = n which completes the proof. 
REMARK 3.1 
Note that Theorem 3.1 also holds for the infinite dimension N = + m. 
We now consider the combinatory complexity of the iteration Q*. Let W : RN + RN be a 
polynomial of degree s - 1, s 13, i.e. 
W(x + a) = W(a) + W’(a)x + . . . + & w(s-l)(Q)xs-’ (3.7) 
for any a and x. Let 
w(Y) = [w,(Y), . . . 9 wN(Y)lT, Y = h . . * 9 YNI'. 
We consider the combinatory complexity comb ( W, W’) of computing W(y) and W’(y) for any 
Y, y# a. 
(i) Assume that N = 1. Then for the well-known Homer’s scheme we get 
comb (W, W’) 5 4s - 2. (3.8) 
(ii) Assume that N L 2. We apply the iterated Homer scheme as proposed by Rheinboldt, 
Mesztenyi and Fitzgerald [B]. Let 
for every sequence {ki} such that k, + k2 +. . . + kN = k and k = 1,2, . . . , s - 1. 
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Then the ith component of (3.7) can be rewritten as 
s-l N 
Wi(X + U) = Wi(U) + C 2 * ’ f 
k=l i,=l 
$_, gi(il, . . . 9 ikhi, . . . Xit. 
The Nth dimensional Horner scheme is derived from the identity 
gi(i,, . . . , &-2)-t 2 Xi,_,gi(il, . . . , is_,) . . . . 
i,_,=i,-2 I I 
Thus to compute Wi(x + a) we set 
h,,-dil, . . . , is-d = gi(il, . . . , is-J, 
hi&-l(il, . . . , ik_l)=gj(ilr . . . , ik_l)+ 9 Xkhi,k(i,, . . . , ik) 
ik=ik_l 
for every sequence (i,, . . . , ik) and k = s - 1, s -2, . . . , 2. Finally 
Wi(X + U) = Wi(a) + 2 Xi,hi,(il). 
i,=l 
Similarly, we compute the derivatives of Wi. Namely 
. Xit-$i,k(il, . . . , it). 
The computation of Wi and Wl by this algorithm requires 2v additions and 2v + p multi- 
plications. Here v is the cardinahty of the set of all sequences (i,, . . . , ik) for k = 1,2, . . . , s - 1, 
i.e. 
and 
From this we get 
We are now ready to estimate the combinatory complexity of iteration ‘p*, 
THEOREM 3.2 
For N = 1, 
camp (cp*) < 12~ 
ForNs2andn=2, 
comb (cp*) = O(NB), as N -+cQ, 
where the best /3 known[9] is about 2.55. 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
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comb(rp*)<15N(N+~-1)(l+o(l)), as nN+w. (3.12) 
Proof 
Assume that N = 1. We perform r Newton steps. Except for the first step we compute WFi 
and WAi performing 4pi - 2 multiplications and additions. Newton iteration itself needs two 
arithmetic operations. Thus 
r-2 r-2 
comb(cp*)=2+C4~i+4n-4=4C(2”‘-1)+4n-2 
i=l i=l 
=4.2’-3-4(r-2)+4n-2=8*2’-‘-4n-4r+3zs12n-4r+3<12n. 
This proves (3.10). 
Assume now that N 2 2. Let n = 2. Then r = 1 and we only solve the system of N linear 
equations once. This can be done in O(N@) arithmetic operations where the best /3 known[9] is 
about 2.55. This yields (3.11). 
Let n 2 3. Thus r > 1. Let A denote the total number of arithemtic operations needed to 
compute the values Wwi(&) and Wh,(&) for i = 1,2, . . . , r - 1. 
Let 
, i=1,2 ,..., r-2, 
Then (3.9) yields 
r-l 
A < N 2 (4Ui + ai). 
i=l 
Note that 
u,-2<2’_’ 11,-z r ’ 
-9 -<--, 
v-’ 2- u,-I it , n 
_%<I Ai<! i=12 
&+, 2’ vi+* 2’ ’ ’ *‘*’ r-3* 
Define 
ur-1 = k-1, Ur-2 = 2’-’ Ur-l/ny Vi = Ui+l/2, 
vr-1 = b-1, V,-2 = 2’-1V,_lln, Vi = Vi+,/2 
fori=r-3,r-2,..., 1. Obviously Ui I Vi, ai 5 Vi and 
r-l 
A<N~(4Ui+Vi)=T+~-4 
i=l 
N[4(N+;-1)+(N+;-2)]. 
Since 2’-’ < n, we can simplify the last inequality 
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We also solve the system of N linear equations r times at cost O(NP log2 n) = 
O(N(N+l-l)) since /? <3. 
Thus 
comb(cp*)=A(l+o(l)) 
which yields (3.12). Hence Theorem 3.2 is proven. 
Theorem 3.2 enables improving the bounds (2.13) on the minimal complexity index in a,. 
From (2.7) and (3.12) we get 
COROLLARY 3.1 
Let n 23. Then 
comp(Yl.)+N(N+~-l)Sz(Q )_comp(W.)+l5N(N+~-l)(l+o(l)) 
log2 n 
n-= 
log2 n 
(3.13) 
Observe that these bounds are very tight. Indeed, suppose that every scalar piece of data in 
%,, costs c arithmetic operations. Then 
Usually c is very large. Disregarding o(l) in (3.13), the ratio of upper bound to lower bound in 
(3.13) is 
r-c+15 
c+l’ 
For c 2 13, r belongs to (1,2). For large c, Corollary 3.1 states that 
(3.14) 
Theorem 3.2 also states that except when N 12 and n = 2, the combinatory complexity of 
the iteration cp* is linear in dN,“. This means that the complixity index of cp* is close to minimal. 
We summarize this in 
COROLLARY 3.2 
(i) The combinatory complexity of Q* is linear in the number of scalar data of information. 
(ii) The complexity index of Q* is close to minimal. 
(iii)Ifcomp(9,)=cN(NfNn-1)forlargecthen 
4. FINAL COMMENTS 
In this paper we presented a one-point iteration without memory which has maximal order 
of convergence and linear combinatory complexity. These two favorable properties yield tight 
bounds on the minimal complexity index. 
It would be interesting to study a similar problem for multipoint iterations without or with 
memory. For instance, for the scalar case N = 1 and for multipoint iterations without 
memory using n function and derivative evaluations, all known iterations with maximal order 
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2”-2 require O(n2) arithmetic operations per step. The minimal combinatory complexity of 
maximal order multipoint iterations is unknown. We propose 
CONJECTURE 4.1 
The minimal combinatory complexity of maximal order multipoint iterations without 
memory is proportional to n*. 
A more detailed analysis yields the improvement of (3.12) by replacing 15 with 9.5. . 
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